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e top backwards by about 10mm.
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3. Remove the upper hinge axis,  
transfer it to reversed side and 
tighten securely, then put it in a safe 
place.

Right Hinge Cover

left upper hinge part

cover(left)

ole
cover whitc is at the top left corner of 
the refrigerator, and the upper hinge 
cover which  cover cover which is at 
the top left of corner of the refrigerator.

2. un

e left upper hinge part by a 
8mm socket 

e the upper door 
with your hand when doing it).

4. Remove the door from the lower 
hinge.
NOTE: When removing the door, 
watch for washer(S) between the 
lower hinge and the bottom of the 
lower door that may stick to the door. 
Do not lose.

5. Place it on a smooth surface with 
its panel upwards. Loose screw     
and pard   , then install them to the 
left side and tighten securely.

①

②



upper hinge part

Lower hinge part (left)
Adjustable bo②

①

7. Replace the lower hinge part to the 
right side and fixing it which the special 
flange self-tapping screws. Replace the 
adjustable bottom feet part to another 
side and fixing it.

6.Lay the refrigerator on soft foam 
packaging or similar material. 
Remove both adjustable bottom feet 
parts, and the lower hinge part by 
unscrewing the special flange self-
tapping screws. 

8.Transfer the door to the properly 
position, adjust the lower hinge part, 
make the hinge axis into the lower 
hole of the door.

9. Transfer the upper hinge part and 
make the upper hinge axis into the 
upper hole of the door, and adjust the 
position of the door(please support 
the door with your hand when doing 
it), fixing the upper hinge part with the 
special flange self-tapping screws. 

10. Install the screw hole on the top 
left corner of the refrigerator. Install 
the upper hinge (which is in the 
plastic bag) on the right corner. Put 
the other upper hinge cover into the 
plastic bag.

upper hinge cover (left)
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       Note!
 Due to unceasing modification of our products, your appliance may be  

slightly different from this instruction manual, but its functions and using 
methods remain the same.

 To get the best energy efficiency of this product, please place shelve, 
drawers on their original position as the illustration above.
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Control panel  
Wind channel  
Flap    
Glass shelf  

1
2
3
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7
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5 Middle drawers 

Lower drawer  
Right adjustable bottom foot    
Lower hinge part  
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